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IAGA Contemporary Art is glad to present to the public the first solo exhibition signed by
Albano Morandi (Salò, 1958) in the gallery venue, entitled Hidden on surface.
The exhibition project is composed of both iconic works of the artists and unreleased works,
specially made for the occasion, consisting of an apparently contrasting diptic, where the patient
stratifications of the chromatic grids overlap and thicken, thin and sink on the surface,
accompanied by magmatic, dense backgrounds, where organic signs appear, planted in Wols‟
nerve endings or smoothed along Fautrier‟s cerebral partitions.
In this first exhibition that marks the beginning of the collaboration between Albano Morandi and
the gallery there are the Fiori assenti con Gesti ludici, as the artist called this series, where
precisely the two declines of his research - the sign-surrealistic and the Dadaist-readymade,
between organic eflorescences and tablecloths stretched in the sun with imaginative potential —
align, mirroring each other.
We also find known works and compositions of works that the artist exhibited in previous
institutional moments, from Quadriennale in Rome, with Se solo potessimo cadere-Kamikaze, a
large work in which the material veils of an intense yellow contrast with an intense green and
encounter the elongated sign, almost a character in fact, at the moment of a fall or a reappearance
from elsewhere.
We find two other extraordinary works, Cieli Estranei, which the artist did for the fiftieth anniversary
of Stanley Kubrick‟s 2001-Odissea nello spazio film, certainly drawing inspiration from the
vertiginous temporal ellipse that combines the primordial animal gesture with the ether spinning of
a space cell: after all, Cieli Estranei are organic models of stars that we will be able to see at some
other time or perhaps just imagine them (exposed in the 2018 anthological exhibition at the Città
della Pieve); there is a composition — again returns the warm and open grill until the flowering of
the painting — of small Absent flowers (Fiori assenti) that were recently exhibited in the great
anthology, for the 40 years of research, dedicated to Albano Morandi at Palazzo Martinengo
Cesaresco in Brescia in 2021.
Other works complete the exhibition route, such as the Paesaggi e Interni in tempo di coronavirus
(Intimate landscapes and interiors in time of Coronavirus), works that the artist carried out in the
perimeter of the house, during the isolation period of 2020, working with reused materials that
through small continuous colour touches and layers of other materials, make possible horizons of
another place, backgrounds of an imagination that resists silence and fear.
For Albano Morandi Contemporary Art is a compendium of fine arts, theatrical scene, music and
literature that defies the laws of time and space. The curator herself Ilaria Bignotti, in the critical
text published in the made ad hoc catalog, says: “Morandi’s story is a long story, a story of
painting that redeems itself, regardless of the good Conceptualism rules and Analytical cages,
which until recently, until the seventies, were still there fierce to launch monochrome arrows
against the early aggression of the Strategic Transavantgarde. But there in the middle, without

bypassing any blows, regardless of any trend, was the new generation of artists, painters and
sculptors who wanted to love, over and over again, the warm pleasure, the material and tactile
sensuality of painting. The febrile slowness of sitting in front of the canvas, in the womb of color
and in the face of the retaliation of the shape. The sour taste of literature, the cynical pain of
imagination, the sharp surprise of the beginning of the image. The possibility, above all, of
contaminating and contaminating. No precaution, no prejudice. [...]
For this reason, his research avoids any decline; and yet, even in the apparent divergence of
formal results, it is fully the daughter of an intoxicating and experimental imagination, original and
alchemical: the eternal beginning, Ouroboros pictorial.”
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IAGA Contemporary Art, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
IAGA Contemporary Art Gallery was founded in 2014, in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, in the Transylvanian region, by Alberto
Perobelli, entrepreneur and collector of modern and contemporary art: starting from the acquisition of the works of the
great masters of the Italian post-war period after the Second World War, through his activity in Romania, began to
deepen the research and languages of young local artists and founded the project of a gallery to give voice to their
works, in a careful and original dialogue with artists from other Eastern European countries, without forgetting the young
Italians and the middle-aged.
From 2014 until now, the result is an intense activity of the gallery, coordinated by Rosalba di Pierro, Gallery Manager,
hosting six exhibitions a year and with an active participation in art fairs in Northeast European countries, with a careful
presence and at Italian fairs.

Albano Morandi
Albano Morandi, born in Salò in 1958, lives and works in Raffa di Puegnago del Garda.
In 2000, he won the first prize ex aequo of the 40th Suzzara Prize, in which he also participated in 1993 and 2008. In
2007, he participated in the “Defense of Nature Joseph Beuys” collective, one of the side events of the 52nd Venice
Biennials.
Six personal exhibitions are dedicated to his thirty-year research in 2011, included in the project “PICTURES AT AN
EXHIBITION”, although each represents different types of works. The exhibitions are located between Brescia and Milan:
at the former church of Saints Peter and Marcellino from Cazarma Goito, the former barracks Serafino Gnutti, Galleria
delle Battaglie, the Cultural Association of Contemporary Art Maurer Zilioli, Ken Damy Visual Art and Spazio
Temporaneo.
The artist was dedicated to several travelling exhibitions, such as “Manifesto per un Dadaismo ludico” (“Manifesto for a
playful Dadaism”) in Spazio Temporaneo (Milan) and the Calcinatello Civic Centre (Calcinato) in 2006 and the Victoria
Art Centre (Bucharest) in 2017; „Immagini rubate a memoria‟ („Images stolen from memory‟) in 2017 at Galleria Milano
(Milan) and the following year at Galleria Niart (Ravenna); „Il Partito preso delle cose‟ („The Party on Things‟) first brought
to Palazzo Bertazzoli (Bagnolo Mella) in 2018 and subsequently transferred to Palazzo della Corgna (Città della Pieve) in
2019.
In 2017, the first anthology was created at the Vittorio Leonesio Foundation in Puegnago del Garda, and in 2021, a
second one was established at Palazzo Martinengo Cesaresco Novarino (Brescia) on the occasion of the forty years of
its artistic research, entitled "Albano Morandi. There is absolutely nothing unusual here, as far as I can see, yet I burn
with curiosity and wonder. Works 1981-2021, which inaugurated the three-year project “Generazione di mezzo”.
To date, there are over 150 exhibitions in major European cities, Asia and the United States, in which Albano Morandi‟s
works participate.
His works are part of various public collections, such as: Banca Credito Italiano, Milan; Banca Nazionale del Lavoro,
Rome; Drawing Civic Collection, Salò; Gallery of Contemporary Art, Bologna; Kunstforum Bassa Atesina, Egna; The
Botanical Garden of the University of Studies, Palermo; Collection of Contemporary Drawing, Civic Gallery, Modena;
Stadtische Kunsthalle, Mannheim; Drawing center, New York.
In addition, from 1984 to today, Morandi was coordinator of the Civic Drawing Collection in Salò and coordinator of
exhibitions organised by the Province of Brescia in Palazzo Martinengo Cesaresco and the rest of the provincial territory.
Until 2021 he was in charge of the Contemporary Art Specialist Service of the Brescia City Hall, and is currently artistic
director of the Vittorio Leonesio Foundation in Puegnago del Garda. In 2003, he conceived “Meccaniche della Meraviglia”
whose director and curator is still an annual review of contemporary art designed to make known and highlight little but
significant places in the Brescia area, through exhibitions of contemporary art spread throughout the territory.

Ilaria Bignotti
Born in Brescia, in January 1979, Ilaria Bignotti holds a PhD in Research in Theories and History of the Arts and is the
Scientific Curator of the Archives and Artistic Fields; she is an independent curator and art critic.
She is part of the Curatorial Committee of ArteJeans, a project for contemporary arts for the establishment of a MuseumArchive of Jeans in Genoa (from 2020 to the present).
She is part of the Scientific Committee of the MoRE Museum, a museum of rejected and unrealized art projects (since
2011-present).
She is a specialist in the history of modern and contemporary art (19th, 20th and 21st centuries) for the new "Dell'Arte"
course by DeAgostini Scuola, lasting five years, dedicated to Higher Secondary Schools and Universities, signed by
Ernesto Luciano Francalanci (first edition 2021).
From 2003 to the present, she has designed and organized international exhibition projects, working for long periods and
continuously with museums, institutions and foundations, in Italy and abroad.
She is a Visiting Professor and Lecturer at Italian and International Universities.
She is an expert in modern and contemporary art for the Brescia Court.
From 2003 to the present, she has published over a hundred books, including catalogues of modern and contemporary
art for clean exhibitions; she has written several essays and contributions in scientific monographs and dedicated
catalogues.

